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Aims

• Positionality of this research

• Brief methodological overview

• Highlight key findings

• Draw conclusions and recommendations



Physical computing

Computing within the national curriculum

Computing Introduced as a 
curriculum subject in 

2014

Computer 
science

Digital 
literacy

Information 
technology



Influences on computing pedagogy 

Evidence the 
sustainability 
and efficacy 

of 
pedagogical 

contexts 
(Royal 

Society 2017)

Plan and 
deliver 

learning 
outcomes 

within a broad 
and balanced 

curriculum
(Ofsted 2018)

Support for 
teachers via 
the National 
Centre for 
Computing 
Education

(STEM 
Learning 

2018)



What is physical computing? 

Building, 
creating and 

programming with 
both a digital 
device and 

software to create 
something 

tangible



Physical computing and the impact on learning

• Working with tangible devices is engaging (Sentance 
et al 2017) 

• Visibility of code outputs may lead to increased 
understanding of programming concepts such as 
sequencing and repetition (Przybylla and Romeike 
2018)

• Empirical evidence demonstrating an improvement 
in learning outcomes is limited (Waite 2017)



Biggest barrier to using physical computing

“Teachers can be blinded by the success of 
a functioning system at the expense of the 
classroom pedagogy needed to teach the 
skills, knowledge and understanding [in 

computer science] to learners of different 
abilities and interests.” Childs, 2017



How do teachers decide what to include in their 
plans and schemes of work? 

Curriculum
- learning objectives

-progression
-assessment

School
- policies

- timetabling
- equipment

- budget
- local context

Teacher
- experience

- perception of the subject
- subject knowledge

- curriculum responsibilities

Community of practice
- colleagues

- professional networks
- social media

- industry



Methodology and data collection

Opportunistic 
sample 

(n=54) of 
teachers who 
participated in 
three online 
communities

Collected via 
an online 
survey 

distributed in 
November 
2018 using 
forums and 

social media

Asked about 
teachers 

2018/2019 
plans and 

schemes of 
work



Results
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Results

School
- policies

- timetabling
- equipment

- budget
- local context

50%
of teachers felt there was 
not enough time to set up 
for lessons using physical 
computing devices

61%
of teachers wanted to use 
physical computing devices 
but did not have access to 
enough equipment
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Results

Teacher
- experience

- perception of the subject
- subject knowledge

- curriculum 
responsibilities

74%

98%

of teachers felt they had 
a good understanding 
of the learning 
outcomes that can be 
delivered
of teachers felt that 
using physical 
computing devices 
would benefit their 
pupils



What devices are teachers using? 

35% of teachers 
planned to use 

the BBC micro:bit 

31% of teachers 
planned to use 

the Crumble

Other prevalent devices included: 

Lego WeDo 2.0 Raspberry Pi Sphero SPRK+



Recommendations

Teachers need access to high-quality resources and training to 
teach computing using physical computing devices

A non-commercial document is needed for teachers present to 
senior leadership with the items required, the costs, links to 

learning outcomes and links to high-quality resources

Further qualitative research is needed to produce case studies 
which evidence learning outcomes and which investigate 
practical solutions to the time problems faced by teachers
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Questions? 
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